Call for papers

On the occasion of its 4th edition, the Higher Institute of Sport and Physical Education of Ksar Said (Tunisia) organizes an international colloquium which focuses on:

« Sport, Health & Performance ».

The international colloquium of ISSEP Ksar Said is positioned in an international perspective and is intended for an informed audience - teachers-researchers, Master and Ph.D. students, professional and experts- in the field of sport sciences.

The following topics have therefore been chosen as the main three research axes for the colloquium:

1- Sport and Health (biomechanics, medicine, physiology ...)
2- Sport and Sprit (psychology, norms, politics...)
3- Sport and techniques (didactics, tools...)

All communication proposals must necessarily involve a research dimension and address an
innovative aspect in the one of the above mentioned areas.

However, any other discipline related to the research in the field of Sports and Physical Activities will be submitted to the scientific committee.

**Communication Types**

The 2020 ISSEP International Colloquium welcomes presentations in the following categories: Symposium, Oral communication, Oral Presentation in 180 seconds, Oral presentation in English and Poster.

**Symposiums:**

All symposium proposals should include all abstracts and should be submitted in one single document. The symposium coordinator will have to introduce the theme in the front page. The contributions of a symposium are focusing on one common issue and will be led by a moderator who can be one of the speakers. The symposiums will last 90 minutes: 4 to 5 papers. 15 minutes of presentation will be devoted for each communication.

**Oral Communications:**

Oral communications will be subsequently grouped in theme-based workshops by the organising committee. Individual oral communications may be conducted to present full research or experience feedback including a quantitative or qualitative analysis of the collected data. 15 minutes will be devoted to each presentation. The workshops will be led by a moderator.

**Oral presentation in 180 seconds (3’):**

The presentation can only be accompanied by a single unanimated slide (on PowerPoint). The purpose is to present in 3 minutes the research topic and to clarify how the research is conducted. The presentation must be clear, concise, and persuasive.

**Oral Presentation in English (Let’s Speak English):**

The oral presentation in Let’s Speak English can only be presented by Master and Ph.D. students in the English language. Any presentations in the following categories are accepted: full research papers or work in progress papers. Both types of presentations can be just focused on reporting on preliminary/expected research results.
Posters:

Two sessions will be devoted to poster communications. Posters can be made to present work in progress, research projects or successful research. Each communicator will be asked to present a poster summarizing his research work during the session (to be assigned later). The audience will have 1 hour per session to circulate between the different posters and to discuss with the authors.

Required poster size: A0 format (approximately 120cm/80cm)

Submission guidelines:

Authors are advised to follow the following guidelines to submit any communication proposal (with a number of letters between 4,000 and 5,000, spaces included, two pages)

- Authors' names and affiliations (institutional and scientific)
- Disciplinary research field (Physiology of sport / Social and Human Sciences... etc.)
- Type of communication (Symposium, free oral, presentation in 3 minutes or poster)
- Title of communication
- Communication abstract presenting the research framework (problematic, objective, hypotheses / research questions), methodology, results (possibly expected).
- Keywords
- References (APA standards).

Key dates:

Submission deadline: February 20, 2020

Return to authors: February 25\textsuperscript{th}, 2020

Program broadcast: March 2020
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**Abstract**:
The purpose of this format is to show how to present the proposals to be submitted in the form of a symposium, oral and posted at:
colloque.issep.ks.2020@gmail.com
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